
Woo is about taking care.

We are obsessed with quality, and we create 
comfortable beauty with only natural materials - wood, 
marble, steel. Woo products begin where minimalist 
aesthetics meet excellent craftsmanship. 

We don’t believe in trends. 
We believe in designing 
modern furniture to last. 

woo your home



ECLIPSE

It’s created to give you more - your own private eclipse.

No sunglasses needed, the Eclipse consists of a metal 
base and a painted top with marble or wood between.



сoffee table



AERO

Firm and stable despite the subtle lines. 
It seems that this chair could lift an airplane. 

Because of a flexible appearance the chair 
perfectly suits homes, offices, restaurants and cafes. 



chair



WAVE

No, it doesn't make waves. 
This bar stool shows a calm design. 

It can withstand a lot - the test of time 
with all your parties, slow morning breakfasts, 
and coffee spilled in a hurry. 



counter stool



WAVE

The stool consists of smooth lines, like a wave. 
The ergonomic form of the seat and the stable, 
metal legs provide flawless comfort.



bar stool



TEMPLE

“We combined wood and marble in an ideal balance. 
Softness and sternness. Warmth and coldness. 
Roughness and glossiness”.  

The concept came from Japan. 
The outlines of the table resemble mysterious 
local temples, while minimalistic forms show 
a simple Japanese approach to design.



сoffee table



IGGY

A minimalistic chair came up after a long search for 
the perfect body position while sitting. 
Due to the ideal black surface, no one can pass it by. 



armchair



PLANE

Modern art for your home. 

Inspired by the works of Alexander Calder, 
this furniture resembles a sculpture more 
than a coffee table.



сoffee table



INK

Inspired by hieroglyphs, 
the table consists of clean lines and 
a non-standard leg construction. 



round table



INK

Graphical minimalism for a productive work area.

This desk shows beautiful and timeless design, 
no matter from which angle you look at.



desk



INK

Steady, but elegant. 
Simple, but original.

This table features a design 
where visual simplicity
contrasts with handcrafted 
surfaces and textures.



table



INK 

Ink Mirror features a simple clean lined design, 
but it’s not boring! Its metal frame is complemented 
with a marble detail to form an exquisite look.

Like a chameleon, the mirror can easily adapt to any space.



mirror
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